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4. living in l.a. full time after spending time in the live/work studios, i can tell you, los angeles has a lot to offer. it is an
eclectic mix of people, from an array of cultures, philosophies and religions. the city is very liberal and diverse in the

most positive sense of the word. l. also has the best weather in the world. and with all that said, it can be expensive. it is
a big city and i am not advocating that every designer move there, but there are great design opportunities. los angeles
is a diverse, and theres no shortage of design studios, cafes, restaurants, and shops to keep you well fed and inspired.
theres a local client base and a need for more studio space. i think this will be a great place to live and work full time.

thiss how i see it. wednesday keynote multicultural designer, educator, and autho, shashi caan delved into the
meaningful improvement of quality of life as shaped by design. drawing on extensive international work experience, she
explored the foundational development for the design industry to address current societal challenges. peter exley, co-
founder of architecture is fun and 2021 aia national president, joined shashi in the conversation. watch the recorded

video on the program library. thursday keynote multicultural designer, educator, and autho, shashi caan delved into the
meaningful improvement of quality of life as shaped by design. drawing on extensive international work experience, she
explored the foundational development for the design industry to address current societal challenges. peter exley, co-
founder of architecture is fun and 2021 aia national president, joined shashi in the conversation. watch the recorded

video on the program library.
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readers of design your life know that one of the keys to entrepreneurial success is purpose. in fact, she says, it is the
very reason why she became an entrepreneur. in this presentation, she will give practical ways to ensure the life you

have envisioned is one you can live and be the best you that you can be. hear from sean short, vice president of brand
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and strategy at smith-corona, to learn how brands can continue to innovate and push boundaries while embracing and
enhancing the culture of each business. sean will share a number of best practices to apply and expand on, including

how to use employee-centered design to create not only superior products but also a better workplace. the presentation
will be recorded for viewing at the aia website. award-winning architect, designer, and educator shashi caan will explore
how design and entrepreneurship can be combined into a successful career by facilitating conversations about design,
innovation, and technology. and, of course, there is the development of highly efficient apartment buildings. case in

point: in the middle of a pandemic, the redding, californiabased firm leed green won leed gold certification for its
recently completed, 53-unit apartment building with a green design. the building is expected to be completed in may

and have zero parking. the pandemic changed the way the design industry operates, says exley. its forced us to rethink
how we are making design decisions and influence local government decisions. its not a typical industry now, says exley.
its a whole new world. now we have to become more political. and, exley says, we have to make sure that our industry is

as inclusive as possible. 5ec8ef588b
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